We examine the influence of the lunar gravity model on the orbit determination (OD) of a lunar orbiter operating in a 100 km high, lunar polar orbit. Doppler and sequential range measurements by three Deep Space Network antennas and one Korea Deep Space Antenna were used. For measurement simulation and OD analysis, STK11 and ODTK6 were utilized. GLGM2, LP100K, LP150Q, GRAIL420A, and GRAIL660B were used for investigation of lunar gravity model selection effect. OD results were assessed by position and velocity uncertainties with error covariance and an external orbit comparison using simulated true orbit. The effect of the lunar gravity models on the long-term OD, degree and order level, measurement-acquisition condition, and lunar altitude was investigated. For efficiency verification, computational times for the five lunar gravity models were compared. Results showed that significant improvements to OD accuracy are observed by applying a GRAIL-based model; however, applying a full order and degree gravity modeling is not always the best strategy, owing to the computational burden. Consequently, we consider that OD using GRAIL660B with 70 × 70 degree and order is the most efficient strategy for mission preanalysis. This study provides useful guideline for KPLO OD analysis during nominal mission operation.
Introduction
For the successful operation of KPLO, development of a flight dynamics system for spacecraft navigation is essential.
In particular, orbit propagation (OP) and orbit determination (OD) are an important procedure of lunar orbiter flight dynamics operation. The orbit prediction procedure for mission planning and payload operation is associated with the OP and OD performance. Lunar gravity is a major factor regarding lunar orbiter dynamics, making the selection of a lunar gravity model critical for improved orbit accuracy and effective mission operation. For OD of KPLO mission, sequential orbit estimation using an extended Kalman filter (EKF) and a backward smoother and batch estimation using least-squares filter are considered and an accurate lunar gravity modeling has a big influence on OD performance of both filters.
Directly obtaining information from a lunar gravity model is essential for preanalysis of KPLO mission planning and operation. Various models can be applied to the lunar orbiter OD problem and while recent models have advantages, they do not always lead to productive results. The effect of different lunar gravity models on the OP performance of KPLO mission has been analyzed [1] . For successful KPLO mission navigation, analyses of lunar gravity effect 2 Mathematical Problems in Engineering Table 1 : Summarized characteristics of recent lunar gravity models.
Lunar gravity model Mission Max. degree and order GLGM2 [7] Clementine 70 × 70 LP100K [8] Lunar Prospector 100 × 100 LP150Q [9] Lunar Prospector 150 × 150 GRAIL420A [10] GRAIL 420 × 420 GRAIL660B [11] GRAIL 660 × 660 on OD accuracy are also required. Previous studies have examined the effect of lunar gravity on the OD of actual lunar orbiter missions [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . However, the analyses in these studies included various effects pertaining to real tracking data with noise and bias at the mission operation stage. For the mission planning and preanalysis step, a more simple and direct analysis is required. The goal of this study is to investigate the effects of a lunar gravity model on OD and to suggest useful guidelines for KPLO mission preparation. Here, five lunar gravity models are considered: the Goddard Lunar Gravity Model (GLGM2, derived from Clementine mission [7] ), having max. degree and order of 70 each; LP100K and LP150Q (derived from the Lunar Prospector mission [8, 9] ), having max. degree and order of 100 and 150, respectively; and GRAIL420A and GRAIL660B (derived from Gravity Recovery and Interior Laboratory mission [10, 11] ), having degree and order of 420 by 420 and 660 by 660, respectively. A summary of these models is presented in Table 1 . Although several GRAILbased fields such as GL900C [12] , GRGM900C [13] , AIUB-GRK200B [14] , and GrazLGM300a [15] can be utilized for the investigation, the benefits of applying more recent GRAIL models are not remarkable for the nominal lunar orbit. Therefore, we employed only the GRAIL660B model in this study to ensure a simple and clear analysis. More details regarding the history of lunar gravity models and characteristics are summarized by Song et al. [1] .
Recent lunar gravity models with full degree and order offer better accuracy; however, this is not always useful. For a preliminary OD analysis of the KPLO, selection of an appropriate lunar gravity model (based on its degree and order) is needed. Section 2 discusses the settings and characteristics of measurement simulation for OD. Measurements simulation epoch, spacecraft characteristics, and ground station tracking configurations are summarized. Reference trajectory and simulated lunar orbiter orbits are also described. Settings and estimation strategies for the OD are examined in Section 3, including detailed dynamic and measurement modeling, estimated states, and the concept of lunar gravity filed modeling by a spherical harmonic series. Section 4 presents the OD results using different lunar gravity models for a long-term period, using various degree and order levels, with different measurement-acquisition conditions, and for different lunar altitudes. For efficiency verification, a computational cost analysis is also performed. Section 5 contains the conclusion and discussion. 
Measurement Simulation
For measurement simulation of lunar orbiter, information from NASA's Lunar Prospector (LP) (http://pds-geosciences .wustl.edu/lunar/prospectorcd/lp 0012/geometry/) was used to generate a true ephemeris. LP's epoch of 00:00:00 UTC, November 30, 1998, was used for our lunar orbiter measurement simulation, as shown in Table 2 . The first simulated measurement was generated on 00:00:00, December 1, 1998, based on NASA's orbit ephemeris generation strategy. Note that we only used LP's ephemeris for the initial orbit information; therefore, the real LP mission orbit ephemeris does not match the simulated orbit exactly. Spacecraft parameters of the lunar orbiter were also initialized using NASA's orbit ephemeris file (e98335.dat). Based on this, the lunar orbiter dry mass was 182.47 kg, and the spacecraft area was 2.0 m 2 . Drag and solar reflectivity coefficients were set to 2.0 and 1.2, respectively. NASA/JPL's Deep Space Network (DSN) antennas and the Korea Deep Space Antenna (KDSA) were utilized for the ground station configuration for the measurement simulation. DSS27 (Goldstone, USA), DSS46 (Canberra, Australia), DSS66 (Madrid, Spain), and KDSA (Geumsan, Korea) were used. In the KPLO program, the location of KDSA has not yet been determined; therefore, one of the candidates (Geumsan) was assumed. The ground network configuration is shown in Figure 1 .
For measurement simulation, the spacecraft ephemeris (which is assumed as a true orbit for this study) was generated using STK11/Astrogator and information from NASA's orbit ephemeris of LP. The simulated lunar orbit has an altitude of 100 km. The initial orbital period of the spacecraft is 117.87 min, and the initial semimajor axis is 1838.2210 km. Orbital period and semimajor axis at the end of period (after one month) changed to 117.80 min and 1837.4922 km, respectively. Next, Doppler and sequential range measurements from four ground stations were generated by an ODTK simulator and the STK ephemeris.
In this study, the performance of KDSA was supposed to be the same as the antenna of the DSN networks. The simulated measurement statistics of the ground stations are summarized in Table 3 . The Doppler bias sigma value for the Gauss-Markov model was set to 0.02 Hz, and its white noise sigma value was 0.003 Hz. For the sequential range, bias sigma and white noise sigma were at 10 m and 1.5 m, The mean-pass-length of each ground station was approximately 1 h, except for the face-on geometry period. This is an ideal condition considering the fact that the orbital period of the orbiter was about 2 h. For an investigation into the effect of lunar gravity models only, the pass length was set to theoretical values.
The total simulated measurements for a duration of one month are displayed in Figure 2 . The red circle and blue triangle show simulated Doppler and sequential range measurements by four ground stations, respectively. The STK ephemeris can be considered (for OD result accuracy assessment) as a true orbit. The same model was used for an estimation of measurement bias and time bias for the OD. Because the purpose of this study is to investigate the effects of the lunar gravity model itself, the simulated measurements in this study are ideal and results cannot be directly applied to real lunar missions. Specifically, the values for accuracy analysis are not practical. For real missions, error bars would be larger than the results here.
Orbit Determination
In this section, the OD settings and estimation strategies for analysis are summarized. The OD process consists of a filter and smoother steps of the ODTK software. ODTK uses a sequential optimal filter based on the EKF. The smoother used in ODTK is a fixed interval smoother [16] . ODTK has been successfully applied to real lunar mission OD analysis, such as LRO and LADEE [17, 18] . Because the performance of ODTK for lunar missions has already been proven, it can be assumed that the results in this OD analysis are reliable. In this study, the OD simulation consisted of five steps. First, the OD (using a one-month measurement) was performed to examine the long-term lunar gravity effect. Next, the OD using an 84 h measurement evaluated the specific lunar gravity effects (degree and order). Subsequently, an OD using measurement-acquisition condition was conducted. Among the various measurement-acquisition conditions, only the number of tracking stations was considered. Then, the OD for three different lunar altitudes (50 km, 100 km, and 200 km) was performed. Finally, the computational time for each lunar gravity model was analyzed to determine the efficiency of mission operation.
The settings for the OD in this study are summarized as follows. First, the initial state of the lunar orbiter OD was set to the same epoch value as the measurement simulation (1998/11/30). This means that we did not consider an initial orbit error. After the first run, a new initial epoch state (1998/12/01) was updated by the smoothing process.
The final adjusted initial orbit information is shown in Table 4 . Note that this process does not always improve OD characteristics or accuracy. The initial covariance values were set to 10 m and 0.01 m/s for position and velocity, respectively. These values are rather small, considering the initial state adjustment. Dynamic and measurement modeling for lunar orbiter OD is as follows: To investigate the effects of a selected lunar gravity model, GLGM2, LP100K, LP150Q, GRAIL420A, and GRAIL660B were utilized. For the degree and order effect investigation, various values were considered. The lunar gravity field can be modeled by a spherical harmonic series as follows [1, 11] :
where is the lunar gravity potential; is the distance between the center of the Moon and the spacecraft; and are the latitude and longitude, respectively; is the universal constant of gravitation;
is the mass of the Moon; is the reference equatorial radius of the Moon; and are the degree and order, respectively; are the fully normalized Legendre polynomials; and and are the normalized harmonic coefficients. The lunar gravity potential ( ) can be described in another form as follows [1, 19] :
where (0) and (0) are the "lumped coefficients" defined by
where is the maximum degree value of a spherical harmonic series.
As shown in Table 1 , each gravity model has a maximum degree and order value, and therefore the available numbers of degree and order for each model were limited. For example, 21 × 21, 40 × 40, 70 × 70, 100 × 100, and 150 × 150 were applied for LP150Q; and 21 × 21, 40 × 40, and 70 × 70 were employed for GLGM2. Basically, four ground stations were used for the filter and smoother process. However, for investigation of the measurement-acquisition conditions, four ground station configurations were used: KDSA only, KDSA and 1 DSN, KDSA and 2 DSNs, and KDSA and 3 DSNs. For OD performance validation, position and velocity uncertainties by using error covariance and position and velocity differences between the estimated orbit and true orbit were utilized. They demonstrate orbit precision and orbit accuracy, respectively.
Results
OD results for the effect of the lunar gravity model choice are demonstrated by orbit precision and accuracy assessment using error covariance, as well as the differences between the true orbit and determined orbit. For efficiency verification, the computational time for each OD process was also considered. Before the main analysis, the differences between the dynamics for true orbit generation (STK) and those for OD (ODTK) were investigated. In this work, the same propagation algorithm (STK and ODTK use the same orbit propagator) was used for the true orbit generation and OD. For more realistic OD simulation and analysis, intentional differences were introduced between the true orbit dynamics and OD dynamics by using different modeling parameters.
To investigate the dynamic modeling differences, OP results from STK and ODTK (using the same initial state, epoch, and duration) were compared. Table 5 lists the OP differences between the dynamics of true orbit generation and those of OD in an 84 h duration. The RMS values for the position differences between the true orbit dynamics and OD dynamics are 7.86 m for radial, 73.53 m for in-track (along-track), and 3.07 m for cross-track directions. Figures 3 and 4 show the position and velocity differences for the period between true orbit dynamics and OD dynamics, respectively. It was seen that the maximum position difference was reached at about 150 m in the intrack direction. The maximum velocity difference is about 12 cm/s in the radial direction. Minimum and maximum value differences are also provided in Table 5 .
Long-Term Lunar Gravity Effect on OD.
In this subsection, the OD results for a one-month timeframe using five lunar gravity models (GLGM2, LP100K, LP150Q, GRAIL420A, and GRAIL660B) are presented. To investigate the effects of a long-term lunar gravity model, we analyzed mainly the position/velocity uncertainty using error covariance and orbit position/velocity accuracy by true orbit. The degree and order of the lunar gravity model was limited to 70 × 70, because GLGM2 has a maximum degree and order of 70. In this case, a sequential filter was run for the duration of one month, and the smoother was run backward. For actual mission operation, OD during a long-term period (such as a month) is not a useful approach. However, in the mission planning and preanalysis step, an OD analysis for the long-term period provides critical information such as the orbit performance trend on Earth and the lunar orbit geometry (face-on/edge-on views).
The RMS values of orbit position uncertainty and accuracy for radial, in-track, and cross-track (RIC) directions are listed in Table 6 . These values are the results of the filter because GLGM2 cannot deliver reliable smoother results due to a few accepted measurements. In contrast to the other four models, GLGM2 has an unacceptable orbit error for the one-month period. The orbit uncertainties and accuracies of LP100K and LP150Q appear to be similar, and GRAIL420A and GRAIL660B indicate equivalent performance, which is also the best among the others. Figure 5 shows the position and velocity uncertainties for RIC based on error covariance. The results of GLGM2 are excluded because they describe the divergence filter performance for one month. LP100K (black) and LP150Q (blue) exhibit similar performance, and GRAIL420A (green) and GRAIL660B (red) demonstrate smaller position and velocity uncertainty. Radial and in-track directions deliver poor uncertainty in the face-on geometry (around 12/5 and 12/20). For the cross-track direction, the face-on geometry period presents a good uncertainty value. Face-on geometry means that the orbit plane and line of sight from the Earth are perpendicular; therefore, radial and in-track directions have poor observability due to small variations of sequential range and Doppler values. On the other hand, the cross-track direction has good observability at the face-on view, and orbit uncertainty demonstrates the best accuracy. Figure 6 shows the orbit position and velocity accuracies (as calculated by differences between the determined orbit and the true orbit) for the four gravity models (LP100K, LP150Q, GRAIL420A, and GRAIL660B). The GLGM2 model is also excluded in Figure 6 , because the OD using GLGM2 during a one-month period has a large error and is not acceptable. Figure 7 shows the measurement residuals of OD by GRAIL660B. Sequential range residuals and Doppler residuals indicate that the OD for one month is successfully achieved. The RMS values of sequential range residuals and Doppler residuals are 2.36 m and 0.013 Hz, respectively. It was noted that the RMS values of measurement residuals have smaller values than those of orbit uncertainty and accuracy for GRAIL660B, as shown in Table 6 . The measurement residual is an indicator of the internal consistency of the OD process; therefore, orbit uncertainty by error covariance and orbit accuracy by true orbit are also analyzed to evaluate the OD performance. Occasionally, a few accepted measurement residuals lead to small measurement residuals and error covariance. Thus, considering both orbit uncertainty and orbit difference is essential for OD performance evaluation.
Degree and Order of Lunar Gravity Effect on OD.
In this subsection, the OD results for an 84 h period using the five lunar gravity models are presented. The filter is run for an 84 h period and the smoother is run backward for the same duration. For investigation of the degree and order effect of the lunar gravity models, various degree and order values were applied. The analysis here is done mainly by position/velocity uncertainty and orbit accuracy by position/velocity difference between the estimated orbit and true orbit. Table 7 summarizes the RMS values for position uncertainties and accuracies for three degree and order options (21 × 21, 40 × 40, and 70 × 70), based on the GLGM2 gravity model. All the three degree and order combinations for the GLGM2 demonstrate bad orbit precision and accuracy for 84 h. It can be clearly seen that the radial and cross-track directions show similar position uncertainty and accuracy regardless of the degree and order level. It is observed that the 70 × 70 degree and order option delivers the best orbit precision and accuracy, considering 3D total values for the 84 h track. Large position uncertainty and accuracy using GLGM2 result from the frequent rejections of large measurement residuals during sequential orbit estimation. Table 8 presents the RMS values of position uncertainties and accuracies of four degree and order levels using the LP100K gravity model (21 × 21, 40 × 40, 70 × 70, and 100 × 100). It is clearly shown that orbit position uncertainty and accuracy are dramatically improved as compared to those in the GLGM2 results. The 21 × 21 option delivers the largest orbit uncertainty and accuracy in all directions. Moreover, the 100 × 100 option demonstrates the best OD performance. In addition, OD using LP100K for degree and order greater than 70 × 70 delivers a similar orbit precision and accuracy 8 Mathematical Problems in Engineering Table 9 lists the RMS values of position uncertainties and accuracies obtained using various degree and order combinations with the LP150Q gravity model (21 × 21, 40 × 40, 70 × 70, 100 × 100, and 150 × 150). It is clear that the same trend within LP100K is observed. As shown in Table 9 , degree and order options over 70 × 70 give similar orbit precision and accuracy for the RIC and 3D. It is also seen that the orbit precision and accuracy of LP100K and LP150Q do not have large differences. Tables 10 and 11 list the RMS values of the position uncertainties and accuracies obtained using seven degree and order combinations for GRAIL420A (21 × 21, 40 × 40, 70 × 70, 100 × 100, 200 × 200, 300 × 300, and 420 × 420) and GRAIL660B (21 × 21, 40 × 40, 70 × 70, 100 × 100, 200 × 200, 300 × 300, and 660 × 660), respectively. It is clear that the GRAIL-based gravity models deliver the best orbit precision and accuracy among the five considered lunar gravity models. GRAIL420A and GRAIL660B demonstrate equivalent performance in terms of position uncertainties and accuracies. Figure 8 shows the differences between the orbit position accuracies of GRAIL420A and GRAIL660B. It is seen that the accuracy differences between the two models do not exceed 1 m for RIC directions. This indicates that GRAIL420A and GRAIL660B exhibit the same OD performance. For both models, OD accuracy improvement is observed when using the 70 × 70 degree and order combination.
Figures 9 and 10 show the position/velocity uncertainties and accuracies corresponding to various degree and order levels for the GRAIL660B model. For GRAIL660B, as shown in Figures 9 and 10 , an OD with degree and order greater than 70 × 70 guarantees stable orbit precision and accuracy. Additionally, it is seen that the uncertainty patterns (due to measurement gap) are removed using degree and order greater than 70 × 70.
Measurement-Acquisition Condition and Lunar Gravity Effect on OD.
In this subsection, OD results for an 84 h period using five lunar gravity models and various measurement-acquisition conditions are presented. For and accuracy. Orbit position accuracy results for four ground station configurations show that GLGM2 exhibits a remarkably worse performance than the other gravity models. GLGM2 with KDSA only and KDSA and DSS66 configurations deliver better position uncertainty than LP100K and LP150Q because the OD precision by error covariance is a result of accepted measurements during the sequential OD process. Actual OD performance using GLGM2 must be confirmed by orbit position accuracy results. Orbit position differences show that OD precision of the GLGM2 model is not the actual precision. Therefore, OD analysis using only error covariance can lead to an unreliable conclusion. Figure 11 demonstrates the effect of lunar gravity model on lunar orbiter position uncertainty and accuracy for four ground station configurations. It is clearly seen that GRAILbased gravity models (GRAIL420A and GRAIL660B) exhibit the best OD performance, and position uncertainty and accuracy are improved by adding stations. LP100K and LP150Q have similar differences for all ground station configurations. It was also seen that the uncertainty and accuracy differences between OD by three stations and that by four stations are not significant; this is because DSS46 and KDSA are located in similar ground conditions, as shown in Figure 1 . Figure 12 shows the position and velocity uncertainties of OD results using the GRAIL660B lunar gravity models and four ground station configurations. For comparisons by ground station configuration, uncertainties and accuracies are presented at the same scale. The orbit precision and accuracy are improved by adding ground stations for measurement acquisition. The large uncertainty during some periods, as shown in Figure 12 , was owing to a lack of tracking data as a result of too few ground stations. These gaps can be reduced by an increase in ground stations. The measurement gap is thus another unstable characteristic in lunar orbiter OD. Figure 13 shows position and velocity differences for four ground station configurations. Radial position accuracy appears to be less affected (relatively) by station number; however, the in-track and cross-track position accuracies are improved with an increase in number of ground stations. For velocity accuracy, in-track accuracy is less affected by station number, and other direction accuracies are improved by an increased number of stations.
Effect of Lunar Altitude and Lunar Gravity Model on OD.
This subsection presents the OD results for three different altitudes during an 84 h period. This paper focuses on an altitude of 100 km for KPLO mission operation. However, it is necessary to analyze OD performance above and below 100 km for the prenominal and extended mission or contingency situations. To investigate the effect of lunar altitude of the lunar gravity models on OD, we additionally simulated true orbits and tracking measurements for a lunar orbiter located at altitudes of 50 and 200 km, using the same methodology with different initial orbit values as presented in Section 2. The maximum degree and order values of each lunar gravity model were applied to minimize performance degradation due to degree and order truncation. Table 16 summarizes the RMS values for position uncertainty and accuracy for three different altitudes (50 km, 100 km, and 200 km) in each lunar gravity model with maximum degree and order. The lunar orbiter located at 50 km exhibits the largest position uncertainty and accuracy for GLGM2, LP100K, and LP150Q. As shown in Table 16 , for pre-GRAIL models (GLGM2, LP100K, and LP150Q), we can expect that OD for lunar orbiter at a higher altitude delivers better precision and accuracy. This means that lunar altitude is a major influencing factor in OD using pre-GRAIL models. On the other hand, GRAIL420A and GRAIL660B show similar OD performance for all three altitudes, and the best performance in terms of position uncertainty and accuracy is noted for the 100 km altitude; this indicates that altitude is not a critical factor in OD using GRAIL-based models. It is proven that GRAIL-based models demonstrate the best position uncertainty and accuracy for lunar orbiter OD. Figure 14 shows the effect of lunar altitude on the position uncertainty and accuracy obtained using four lunar gravity models. GRAIL420A and GRAIL660B demonstrate stable and accurate OD performance against different lunar altitudes. Figure 15 shows detailed trends of position differences between estimated orbit and true orbit for three altitudes using GRAIL660B. Although all three cases show similar OD position accuracies, each case has a different precision pattern. The variations in position accuracy are less than 15 m; therefore, it can be regarded as stable orbit accuracy for mission operation.
Efficiency Verification by Computational Time Analysis.
In this subsection, the computational times for OD, using five lunar gravity models, are investigated for efficiency verification. Table 17 lists the computational times for a onemonth and 84 h lunar orbiter OD, using the five lunar gravity models. For practical considerations, the computational time for an OD is divided into the filtering and smoothing time.
For a long-term OD (using the measurements of one month), GLGM2 had the shortest computational time. Its filtering time had a similar value to that of LP100K; however, the smoothing time was much shorter than that of other models. This is because the OD results using GLGM2 for one month are based on a few accepted measurements; therefore the smoothing was not performed properly. The most efficient OD results for one month were derived by GRAIL420A, which had a seven-minute processing time.
For the 84 h OD, using various degree and order levels, it is clear that the OD results with high degrees and orders lead to greater computational burdens. For the same degree and order, each lunar gravity model had the same computational times. This means that the computational time for an OD based on the sequential filter is not affected by the selection of a lunar gravity model. GRAIL660B, with full degree and order (660 × 660), required a computational capacity of more than a hundred times that of the 70 × 70. From an operational viewpoint, a full degree and order using GRAIL660B is not adequate for mission operations. Considering the computational cost versus OD performance, we conclude that a 70 × 70 degree and order is the most effective choice for mission operation and analysis. As shown in Table 17 , the computation times for LP100K and LP150Q are longer than that of GRAIL660B. As a matter of fact, the filtering and smoothing times are related to OD performance, seeing that the results by GRAIL660B for one month show a shorter computational burden than LP100K and LP150Q. However, this difference is not critical because (in real mission operation) the OD is accomplished using a shorter period than one month. For example, KPLO mission considers a 24 h and 8 h OD schedule for lunar and transfer orbits, respectively. In this situation, the computational time is not a critical factor for mission operation efficiency. However, during abnormal conditions or contingency situations, tuning of the operational OD can be repeated until the requirements are fulfilled. Therefore, a more efficient lunar gravity model configuration for OD must be considered for mission operations. Figure 16 shows the computational times for full degree and order and 70 × 70 degree and order of each lunar gravity model. It is clearly shown that the recommended 70 × 70 degree and order options have similar computational time for all lunar gravity models. It was also discovered that OD with GRAIL-based models with full degree and order is not an effective strategy for mission operation.
Conclusions
This paper analyzed the effect of lunar gravity model choice on orbit determination (OD) for a lunar orbiter at a 100 km high, lunar polar orbit. For consideration of Korea Pathfinder Lunar Orbiter (KPLO) mission, three antennas from the Deep Space Network (DSN) and the Korea Deep Space Antenna (KDSA) were selected for measurement acquisition.
To investigate the effects of a long-term lunar gravity model on OD, examinations were completed using five lunar gravity models (GLGM2, LP100K, LP150Q, GRAIL420A, and GRAIL660B), in a one-month timeframe, with a 70 × 70 degree and order. To examine the effects of the degree and order level, OD results for an 84 h timeframe using various degree and orders were collected. Investigations into measurement-acquisition conditions were conducted using OD results for an 84 h timeframe using four-station acquisition configurations (KDSA only, KDSA and DSS66, KDSA and DSS66/27, and KDSA and DSS66/27/46). Additionally, OD results for lunar orbiter located at different lunar altitudes (50 km, 100 km, and 200 km) for an 84 h timeframe were analyzed for the prenominal and extended mission or contingency situations.
From the long-term OD analysis (using the one-month measurements), GLGM2 exhibits inadequate performance, and GRAIL-based models (GRAIL420A and GRAIL660B) demonstrate equivalent and the best orbit accuracy. From the investigation of degree and order effect, using an 84 h timeframe, OD using a greater than 70 × 70 degree and order level has similar performance. From the analysis of measurementacquisition conditions effect, GRAIL-based models show the best accuracy for all ground station conditions and maintain a relatively stable accuracy when using only a few ground stations. OD analysis for three different lunar altitudes shows that OD accuracy decreases for the lunar orbiter at lower altitude using pre-GRAIL models (GLGM2, LP100K, and LP150Q). However, OD using GRAIL-based models demonstrates constant orbit precision and accuracy regardless of lunar altitude. This indicates that lunar altitude is not a critical influencing factor for OD accuracy in GRAIL-based models. Note that the values for orbit precision and accuracy in this work are based on theoretical assumptions to simplify the OD for a lunar orbiter. Therefore, it is unreasonable to directly apply the obtained OD performance data to real missions.
The efficiency verification of a computational time analysis demonstrated that a high degree and order level carries intensive computational costs, and the selection of a lunar gravity model does not affect the computational burden of sequential OD using the same degree and order levels. As a result, GRAIL-based models with a 70 × 70 degree and order deliver the optimal OD performance for both accuracy and efficiency. After analysis, we recommend that KPLO mission operations use a GRAIL660B model with a 70 × 70 degree and order as the best strategy. Although GRAIL420A and GRAIL660B have the same performance, 660 full degree and order options can be more advantageous.
It is expected that recent lunar gravity models with high degree and order capabilities deliver better OD precision and accuracy. From a technical view, it is necessary to examine how OD performance improves, or degrades, with various lunar gravity models and their degree and order options. As seen from the results of Section 4, OD precision and accuracy are affected by the selection of a lunar gravity model and its degree and order level. For a long-term OD simulation, the selection of the lunar gravity model, and its degree and order, is a critical factor due to the computational time.
The OD results presented in this paper provide a practical guideline for the estimation of the total analysis time for OD. In this study, a 100 km altitude was used for KPLO mission, and altitudes of 50 and 200 km were additionally considered. If the mission altitude decreases during an extended mission, or due to contingency situations, the effect on the lunar gravity models and degree and order becomes much greater. In these cases, a more efficient and accurate OD analysis is essential for stable mission operations.
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